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The Co-op's planned expansion project is proceeding forward, on schedule, 
albeit a pretty flexible schedule at this stage. We cleared a significant 
hurdle a few months ago by securing approval for financing. We are in 
the process of closing this loan that will provide the capital to make this 
long awaited project a reality. We are submitting documentation, fulfilling 
requests, dotting i’s and crossing t’s. The fun stuff! We expect this process 
to continue for another month or two, before any visible activity starts on 
the building. 

One of the decisions to be made in the next couple of weeks will be the 
final selection of a design/build general contractor. They will partner with 
our store designer, collaborating on the design to a buildable phase. We 
have our design plans. We will completely gut the interior of the building. 
This will allow the completion of those plans. The contractor will then 
complete the construction process. Early on, a decision was made to 
utilize the design/build process. This allowed us to move forward on the 
financing front, without having to invest over 100k prior to certainty about 
our financing. Design/build also allows a closer relationship between the 
contractor, the designer and architect/engineer. And the Co-op! Ultimately 
it is an efficient method that will also save significant costs and time. The 
Board of Directors is currently in the process of considering three design/
build contractors to take the project forward. That decision will be made 
very soon.  Prior to submission for Board consideration of this project, a 
firm needed to meet basic criteria. They needed the appropriate licensing. 
They needed to be an active commercial project construction firm. They 
needed an appropriate operating history and reputation. And, they needed 
to have a portfolio of completed projects that included facilities of equal 
size and complexity to a 10,000 sq. foot grocery store. 

Our decisions thus far have served us well, as we progressed in securing 
financing that is very favorable to the Co-op. In the meantime, we had a 
banner year for Co-op sales and profit, along with a Payroll Protection Plan 
loan that was forgiven. We are standing in a great place to proceed with 
a project of this magnitude. It seems, with the reported 
progress going on, I am hearing less questions 
about “when is it going to happen?”. Hopefully 
that indicates confidence that it is happening. 
Cause it is. When? Hmmm, let’s just say 
that there might be fireworks for our grand 
opening next year??.....

by Kevin Waters
   General Manager

General Contractor Selection
Nears Completion
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Promoting the inherently 
healthy relationship between

 food, community, and nature. 

Staff at the Co-op remember a time, not so long ago, 
when half of the fruits and vegetables in the produce 
department were grown locally during the peak of the 
growing season.  The supply of locally grown food 
has diminished over the years and now we tend to be 
somewhere in the neighborhood of 5-10%.
How do we increase the local food supply? And even 
more so, how do we ensure that the local food supply 
that we have is not going to waste? One way is to 
increase the incentives for local growers (and would-
be local growers) to produce more food, primarily 
by properly valuing what they produce and paying 
a premium for it, thereby making it more financially 
viable for folks to grow food.
Another way is to seek out the food that is already 
being grown and make it available at the Co-op. the 
Silver City Food Co-op has relationships with several 
local growers who operate within a relatively small 
diameter. One partner to the Co-op in our endeavor 
to increase the amount of locally available food is the 
Southwest New Mexico Food Hub. The Food Hub is 
a program through the National Center for Frontier 
Communities (NCFC), whose mission is to revitalize 
our frontier food system to provide equitable access 
to food and opportunities for food businesses to 
thrive.   I recently posed a few questions to the Food 
Hub's Program Manager, Ben Rasmussen, to get a 
better understanding of what they do and who they 
serve.
What sort of biographical info could you share 
about the evolution of the Food Hub, and what 
do you see coming in the future for the Food 
Hub?
 The Southwest New Mexico (SWNM) Food Hub 
was initially an idea that came up at a SWNM Food 
Policy Council meeting that was comprised of 
growers, public health professionals, regular citizens, 
municipal officials, non-profit leaders and more. 
 The National Center for Frontier Communities 
(NCFC) received initial funding to study the 
feasibility of a potential food hub in the area and to 
do a Health Impact Assessment to look at the state of 
the food pantry system in the region. 
 Both of the studies involved many hours of 
surveying, literature review and most importantly 
in-depth conversations with farmers, food pantry 
recipients and other food system stakeholders in the 
region to identify exactly where the major gaps and 
areas for improvement were. 

After compiling the recommendations, NCFC received 
funding to launch what we call a “dual-purpose” food 
hub, that is, a food hub that serves both the local food 
economy and the food pantry system using shared 
infrastructure with the mission of revitalizing our 
frontier food system to provide equitable access to 
food and opportunities for food businesses to thrive. 
The food hub works with growers in and around 
southwest New Mexico, while we are headquartered 
in Silver City, our reach extends around the state.  
There are many gaps in the food system that prevent 
growers from reaching markets- one good example 
of this is school markets.  In order to sell to schools 
in New Mexico you have to receive a certification 
from the state PED department which requires certain 
food safety, insurance and reporting on a yearly basis.  
This makes these markets somewhat burdensome 
for small growers.  The food hub is able to receive 
these certifications and include growers under its 
“umbrella”, allowing them access to schools around 
the state. 
To date, the food hub has conducted hundreds of 
thousands in sales from its growers, and through its 
logistical network, has saved growers from traveling 
in excess of 100,000 miles! Our markets extend 
throughout 8 counties in nearly all corners of the state. 
We seek to meet growers where they are at, most 
of the growers that contribute to the food hub on a 
regular basis are very business minded and are looking 
for the most efficient ways to reach markets.
 However, there are many growers that do not have 
enough regular production for these kinds of sales 
and the food hub has found some innovative ways to 
support them.  For example, 2021 will be the third 
year that the food hub will purchase unsold food from 
the farmers market at regular prices and distribute free 
of charge to food pantries. 
 This program is one way that the shared infrastructure 
of the food hub lends itself to benefitting both the local 
food economy and food pantry system.  This program 
also ensures that on select dates farmers market 
growers can harvest as much food as they can and not 
worry about having to bring it back home. 
 The food hub has also distributed over 30,000 lbs of 
locally grown and healthy bulk foods to food pantries 
in the last two years and is looking to further expand 
this side of operations to help increase the quality and 
quantity of food pantry foods. 

Valuing Local Produce in the High Desert
A continued exploration of the interdependence 
of our local food system and our local economy. 

  by Mike Madigan
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 We like to think of where we want the food system 
to be in ten or twenty years down the road and pivot 
our operations and programming to support that 
vision. 
 In the coming few years we hope to see a great 
expansion of the food hubs food pantry distribution, 
more frequent logistical runs around the state to 
ensure local food can come and go as easily as food 
from larger, national distributors, and we would 
like to take a more active role in expanding local 
production by building and operating greenhouse 
training centers that would both be production 
oriented to help reach market demand and would 
serve to help educate and prepare future growers. 
I remember a few months ago you toured the 
co-op with a USDA representative talking 
about a quality certification program for local 
produce.  We chatted a little about the Co-op 
and Food Hub working together to come up 
with a seal of approval on produce.  Could this 
USDA certification program help move that 
idea forward? 
 This was about GAP (Good Agricultural Practices) 
certification.  This is a voluntary auditing program 
that provides the highest level of food safety 
certification around. 
The food hub currently has trained staff members to 
inspect and vouch for each new grower we bring on, 
many markets including schools and supermarkets 
are becoming more cautious in regards to their food 
safety requirements.
The food hub is making a push to become GAP 
certified so that we can take a more active role 
in food safety across the region.  Through our 
programming currently, we can create our own in-
house requirements for our growers.  We do not want 
any growers to be left out of market spaces because 
of a new requirement passed by folks in Washington 
or Santa Fe that do not make sense for small growers. 
So in answer to your question yes - throughout the 
process food hub staff will be receiving more training 
and will hopefully be able to provide an even higher 
level of food safety assurance for growers around the 
region in a friendly, local way.
How is the Food Hub currently certifying the 
quality of produce being purchased?  
We do onsite inspections for each of our growers and 
actually use a GAP checklist to identify potential 
risks.  Once we do this, the grower is either good 
to go or will have to make changes if risks are 
identified.
Additionally, growers have to undergo some food 
safety training to ensure a level of familiarity with 
food safety concepts.

Food hub staff are trained through Mew Mexico 
Farmers Marketing Association (NMFMA) tiered 
trainings and are eventually going to be certified 
to conduct official trainings on site to increase the 
amount of certified growers in the region.
The Food Hub's weekly price list also includes 
an assessment of the growing practices used by 
each producer.  The Co-op has a high quality 
standard for acceptable produce. When your 
price list says non-certified organic/ non spray, 
what does that entail?
Non-certified organic are growers who produce using 
organic (mostly way beyond organic) methods but 
have not received a certification. Non-spray growers 
do not spray any herbicide/pesticide on their produce.  
We usually use this for hydroponic growers. 
Who is the Food Hub buying from and who are 
your customers?
The food hub has worked with 23 growers and each 
week may have produce from 2-5 of them and much 
more in peak season. We sell to coops, restaurants, 
schools and hospitals.
How is the Food Hub determining what they'll 
pay farmers, and what they'll charge buyers?
Because of the varied nature, size and needs of our 
growers we do our best to honor the prices they 
request.  While this has led to higher prices at some 
points it ensures that growers are getting the best 
possible price for their product. 
We will always fight for getting growers the best 
price possible because it more accurately reflects 
the price needed to keep a small farm in operation.  
Many of the prices you see at the supermarket are 
artificially low and subsidized by cheap labor and 
other corporate farming advantages that just do not 
exist on the local level. 
However, we are aware that there is a sweet spot 
between ideal price paid to farmers and retail prices.  
It is something we will be looking to stabilize in the 
near future. 
The food hub charges a 25% markup that is designed 
to cover operational expenses.  This is about bottom 
of the barrel for industry standards and is only 
possible because we strive to keep our overhead as 
low as possible. 
So, we do not charge buyers anything- the markup 
covers pick up, distribution and packaging. 
Are there any other areas you'd like to 
address?
We are interested in hearing from folks in the region 
with suggestions or comments.  We are continuously 
searching out new ways to benefit the local 
community through our work in the food system. 

(Ben can be reached at brasmussen@frontierus.org)

  by Mike Madigan



Brussels Sprouts

SummerKitchen Meditations
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Avocado-Olive-Radish
             Toast

 The Frugal 
     Co-op Chef Bulk Herb News

Ingredients:
3 large eggs
½ small onion, coarsely chopped
1 tablespoon all-purpose flour
1 tablespoon sugar
1 teaspoon salt
1 1/3 cups half and half
3 tablespoons butter, melted
2 cups fresh corn kernels (cut from about 2 ears) or frozen, thawed
1 deep-dish frozen pie crust, thawed

Preparation:
• Preheat oven to 375° F. 
• Combine first 5 ingredients in processor: 
              blend until onion is finely chopped. 
• Add half and half and butter; process until just blended. 
• Transfer to large bowl. Mix in corn. Pour into crust. 
• Bake until filling is slightly puffed and top is golden, 
             about 50 minutes.
• Transfer to rack. Cool slightly. Serve warm.

Watermelon
     Strawberry
    Caprese Salad
         Ingredients:

3 cups watermelon, cubed
2 cups strawberries, chopped
½ cup feta cheese, crumbled
¼ cup olive oil
Kosher salt, or other coarsely ground salt
Freshly ground black pepper
¼ cup fresh basil, torn into pieces

Directions:
• In a large bowl, combine watermelon, strawberries, 
feta and olive oil
• Garnish with basil and serve

     Fresh
Corn Quiche    

Ranging in flavor from mild and sweet to hot, and used with everything from 
sauces to thick cuts of meat, this bright red spice brings a deep, smoky aroma 
and flavor to everything it touches. 

Smoked paprika is a Spanish cousin to the more widely used sweet Hungarian 
paprika. It’s made from pimiento peppers that have been dried and smoked 
over an oak fire, then ground into a fine powder. You’ll sometimes see it called 
pimenton, smoked pimenton, sweet paprika, Spanish paprika, or any variation 
of those names, but you can always recognize this spice by its deep red color 
and powerful smoky aroma. Unless the packaging indicates otherwise, it’s not 
typically a hot spice. In actuality, the spice itself is quite mild and sweet.

How to Use Smoked Paprika
When using smoked paprika, a little goes a long way with this spice and the 
smokiness can sometimes get a little overpowering if you use too much. When 
experimenting with it in a new dish, start off with a half teaspoon and work your 
way up from there.

The real draw with this spice is the smoky quality. Just a little bit adds a 
seductive smoky flavor and aroma to any dish. Traditionally, it is used in making 
chorizo sausage and many paella recipes. It is most often used in stews and 
sauces, with potatoes, in dry rubs for any meat (especially roasted and grilled), 
and in egg dishes.

Store smoked paprika in an airtight container in a cool, dark place for no more 
than six months.

Smoked Paprika
The avocado is one of the most nutrient-dense foods available. 
Ounce for ounce, in the fruit world, they are among the richest in 
fiber, folate, potassium, vitamin E, and magnesium. Avos are also 
very tasty and can be added to almost any dish. Best known as the 
main ingredient in everyone’s favorite dip, they can be diced, added 
to a salad or eggs, mashed and sliced and spread on a sandwich as 
a mayonnaise alternative. Mash up with a fork for babies and, don’t 
forget, they are the perfect ingredient for smoothies.
2 medium-sized ripe avocados
1 small lemon
1 medium-sized radish, very thinly sliced
½ – 1 cup microgreens or sprouts, very lightly packed
1 garlic clove
Pitted olives of your choice
4 thick slices sturdy whole-grain bread
Salt
Good quality extra-virgin olive oil (optional)
Mash avocados. Add a few squeezes lemon juice and several 
pinches kosher salt. Toast the bread, and lightly rub with garlic 
clove. Spread on a layer of avocado. Cut several olives in half and 
lay them on avocado. Add a layer of radish, drizzle on olive oil. 
Sprinkle on microgreens and salt.
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    Hope Spicy Green Chile Guacamole

  Becky’s 
          July Dairy Pick

Corn  

Watermelon

              
Produce Picks

Jake’s July

June 30 - August 3 •  Members Only • 20 % OFF  • In the back dairy cooler

“It is chief of this world’s luxuries, king by grace of God over all 
the fruits of the earth. When one has tasted it, he knows what the 
angels eat.” Mark Twain, celebrating the watermelon in his book 
Pudd’nhead Wilson.

Scientists agree that the progenitor of today’s watermelon, the 
ur-watermelon, was cultivated in Africa before spreading north 
into the Mediterranean and, later, to other parts of Europe. We’ve 
been eating watermelons for millennia. Their seeds have been 
found among the remnants of other fruits at a 5,000 year-old 
settlement in Libya. Seeds, as well as paintings of watermelons, 
have been discovered in Egyptian tombs built more than 4,000 
years ago. The wild ancestor of this luscious fruit would have 
gagged any angel though, because it was a bitter fruit with hard 
flesh. Selective breeding, spanning generations and cultures, 
resulted in the sweet, red delicacy that we enjoy today.

Watermelons are 92% water, making them a super-hydrating 
refresher for the hot summer months. Although they’re normally 
thought of as a fruit, watermelons are actually a vegetable, related 
to pumpkins, cucumbers and squash! Every part is edible, including 
the rind and seeds. High in lycopene, a powerful antioxidant, they 
also contain hefty amounts of potassium, magnesium, phosphorous, 
and vitamins A and B. Check our Kitchen Meditations page for an 
easy, refreshing Watermelon Strawberry Caprese Salad.

The history of modern-day corn begins at the dawn of 
human agriculture, about 10,000 years ago. Farmers, 
in what is now Mexico, took the first steps in its 

domestication when they simply selected which kernels to 
plant. Through the study of genetics, we know that corn’s 

wild ancestor is a grass called teosinte. Because it is known by many 
native Mexicans as the mother of corn, teosinte holds and honored 
position in traditional beliefs.

Today, sweet corn has acquired a reputation over the years as a 
starchy vegetable, low in nutritional value. This idea couldn’t be 
further from the truth for, actually, it is rich in lutein and zeaxanthin, 
two phytochemicals that promote healthy vision. Toss in a healthy 
amount of B vitamins, plus iron, protein and potassium and you’ve 
got a richly nourishing food! Enjoy corn roasted, boiled, steamed, 
grilled, ground into meal and popped.

For those who like it hot!
If you love a rich, zingy avocado dip, you might like to indulge in Hope Spicy Green Chile Guacamole, 
to be found in the dairy case. Hope foods has turned up the heat with jalapeño and habañero peppers 
in their classic, chunky guac. Mashed, ripe avocado mixed with garlic, onion, green chili and spices, 
Hope Guacamole is naturally vegan, gluten-free, dairy-free and all organic. Try it with grain bowls, tacos, 
quesadillas, eggs, burgers, and as a sandwich spread. Zesty? Yes. Delicious? Also yes.  

Smile!
It's Watermelon time!!

Becky unmasked!
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CO-OPCommunity 
Thank You Co-op Volunteers!

Many thanks to these member volunteers
 for their May service.

May
Round Up
$1447.00

Round Up
 for 

July

Round Up
 for 

August

Round Up Donation Program
The Silver City Food Co-op invites you to “Round Up.”  This means as a customer you can round up the bal-
ance of your total purchase to the nearest dollar, thereby donating that amount to a local non-profit. Donation 
recipients change every month. Information can be obtained at the cash registers when you check out. Many 
thanks to our cashiers who make this program work so that we can all give to our community.

Silver City

Food Co-op

Gift Card

Give a 
gift card 
to a friend!

Give the gift of health,
nourishment and taste.

Renew 
your membership

and reap 
the rewards!

MAD four times a year!
Members Only Specials!

Discounts on Special Orders! 
You’ll be supporting our local 

& regional food shed & 
you’ll help to build a resilient local economy. 

You Own It!

Youth
Mural Program

Literacy Link -
                     Leamos

Expanding Your Horizons is a an organization committed to motivat-
ing girls to pursue education and careers in Science, Technology, Engi-
neering and Math ("STEM"), will conduct EYH remotely (for CO-VID 
precaution), creating take-home boxes for several hundred 5th-8th grade 
girls with materials and instructions for three science activities. Round 
Up funds will be used to purchase the materials for the boxed activities

Expanding
Your Horizons

Literacy Link-Leamos will use funds to sup-
port their Let's Read program. Their goal is 
to provide books for Grant County elementary children to have in their 
homes in order to influence children to become lifetime readers. Funds 
will be used to pay for shipping and handling for books. 

Jane  Papin • Tim Garner, 
Tammy Pittman • Bart Hyatt 

Sue Ann Childers

For 17 years, the goals of the Youth Mural 
Program have been to teach students about the 
history and culture of their community through 
the arts; to connect students to their peers, local artists and community 
members; to teach students that public art can enrich and enhance 
the quality of life in their community; and to encourage students to 
engage in beautifying their community. Many of the students who have 
participated in the mural projects have pursued a career in art; some 
have even come back to be the lead artist on later projects. All have 
learned essential skills from the process: how to work collaboratively 
and problem solving. All donations to YMP enable us to continue to 
engage local youth, from elementary school to college, in local culture, 
history, art and community involvement.



     
    Member Appreciation Days
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Do you love your Co-op?  
Do you want to help get 

the word out 
about the issues 

facing the Co-op?  
We would love your help writing articles 

for the Garbanzo Gazette!

Calling for 
    Guest Writers!

Members, if interested please email 
judith@silvercityfoodcoop.coop

Three hours earns a 15% Volunteer Discount 

We now have rainchecks 
to give our member/owners 

and customers 
better service!

RAIN CHECK

We will happily carry
your purchases
to your vehicle,
wherever you’re parked!

2 for 1 on 
Local Produce

everyday
with your EBT card

• Two Trips •
Your Choice

is happening again in

$ 10 % OFF • Stock Up and Save $

June and July

Silver City Recycles
305 S. Bullard St. at the corner of Sonora Street

Recycling drop-off time for July: Saturday, the 31st, 10-12 noon. 

For more information:
Visit the Co-op's website www.silvercityfoodcoop.coop

 to read The Joy of Local Recycling • Garbanzo Gazette • February 2021 • page 8 
in the  Garbanzo Gazette archives
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Hi everybody,

There is a lot going on around here: watering the things that 
are planted, weeding and thinning, getting ground ready to 
plant more, starting seeds in the greenhouse, harvesting, 
washing and packing food that is ready. 

Crops fall into two different categories: those that can 
tolerate a light freeze and those that cannot. Some things 
have been out in the field for a while. Lettuce, spinach, 
radish, turnip, and kale, of course. Also, carrot, beet, 
cabbage, bok choy, garlic, leeks and onions are growing in 
the field. All of these crops are cold hardy. I call the next 
group 'summer things'. They will be damaged or die from 
freezing: tomatoes, peppers, cucumbers, zucchini / summer 
squash, winter squash, melons and basil. These things can 
be started in the greenhouse earlier, but shouldn't be planted 
outside until the danger of frost has passed. This is right 
where we are now. It is quite likely that it will not freeze 
again until fall. But because we have had late freezes at the 
end of May, we are very cautious about putting things out 
too soon. Would we rather have tomatoes two weeks early 
or have tomatoes at all?

Notes from the Farm Log

We got the field prepared and the fall storage crops planted just in 
time for the rains. Cabbage gets transplanted. Carrots, beets and 
turnips get direct seeded. Germinating seeds have to stay moist 
all the time. We run sprinklers as soon as we notice that the soil 
surface is looking dry, but with the nice, consistent rains and cloud 
cover this week, we've had a little break from sprinkling. This 
marks the end of the 'planting season'. We will continue to seed a 
new bed of lettuce and radish each week, but all of the big crops 
are in, the field is full. Now we must focus on weeding! There is a 
carpet of newly germinated weeds everywhere we look...

Over the years we have gotten better at weed control (thank 
goodness). We've learned to do our field preparations a little 
earlier in order to germinate a flush of weed seeds that we can 
hoe in before we plant the crop. Last year we got a wheel hoe 
that we use a lot for this bed preparation. This walk-behind hoe 
has a wider blade than our other hoes, weeding a bigger swath 
at once. The different action that it requires gives the elbows a 
little break. Also, we’ve become more diligent about weeding/
cultivating the furrows with a single horse pulling the cultivator.  
If we can do these things regularly, we can significantly reduce 
time spent weeding by hand.  Even so, hand-hoeing remains one 
of the biggest jobs on the farm. It can be tedious, but it can also be 
peaceful, satisfying and even fun!

Bok Choy growing

Onion transplanting

Frisco Farm is one of the Co-op's local produce suppliers  
Here are four excerpts from Meggie's farm journal and newsletter
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A How To Guide to Storing Vegetables and Fruits

This is a recipe that I typed up last year, pretty simple 
and yummy cooked kale:

2 Tbsp of coconut oil
1 small onion- diced
garlic- however much you like- minced
1/2 tsp cumin
1/4 tsp coriander
salt to taste
1 bunch of washed chopped kale or other greens
a handful of shredded cheddar or jack cheese

Heat a large skillet. Add the oil and let it heat a bit.  Add the 
onion, garlic, cumin, coriander, and salt and cook for about 
5 minutes over medium-high heat, stirring frequently. Add 
the chopped greens.  It is fine if the greens are still a little wet from washing. The 
water will steam them a bit. Stir every couple of minutes for about ten minutes, 
until the greens are tender. Sprinkle the grated cheese over the top and let melt.

One time someone asked Sarah how to eat the salad turnips and her response was, "Just put them 
in your mouth." Ha! This was not what the person wanted to hear. I know that there are dozens 
of recipes online for everything that we grow and I like to try new recipes and make fancy things 
sometimes, but most of the time, I like to keep things really simple. One of my favorite cookbooks is 
an Italian Country cookbook that has some recipes in it that are so simple that it seems silly that they 
were printed in a book, but if ingredients are super fresh and high-quality, things don't need to be 
complicated to be delicious. Make sure you have some good, fresh olive 
oil and some good salt. Good salt? Yes. A nice sea salt that has a slightly 
different texture can add a lot to a meal. I like the sliced salad turnips with 
a little salt and lime.

When we do horse work that requires accuracy and precision, we usually have one 
person drive the horse(s) and one person operate the implement that the horse is 
pulling. The furrows need to be straight and parallel. They need to be 30 inches apart 
because that is the distance between the gates on the irrigation pipe. So I drove Bess 
and Kyle ran the furrowing plow. Sometimes we measure the 30 inches and mark 
them at either end of the field, but this time, we just measured the first furrow and 
eyeballed the rest. I took a little video of part of the furrowing. I set it on time lapse 
so it wouldn't drag on and on, but now I wish it were a little slower for you, oh well.  

People ask us if working with draft animals is cheaper than using a tractor for our 
farm work. No. It might actually be more expensive. The horses eat a lot of hay 
whether they are working or not. We do have a small pasture that feeds the horses for 
a good part of the summer and one of our long term goals is to produce our own hay.  
Is it 'greener'? Who knows? What does green even mean? Sure, we are not burning 
fossil fuels directly, but a small farm tractor really doesn't use that much fuel in the 
big picture. Mostly, we like the nature of working with the draft animals. Some of our 
favorite times on the farm are when we are out doing a project with the horses.  The 
kids love to be part of it. We get to stand straight and walk. The sounds and smells of 
the horses are pleasant. The horses are sentient creatures and respond best if everyone 
is calm and positive. Sometimes the kids won't stop jibber-jabbering in the backpack 
and it riles the horses up. We have a 'no talking' rule while we do horse work. We are 
often a few inches away from the crops and our complete attention is required so that 
nothing gets stepped on. The horses are very sensitive to the driving lines. You can 
tell them to walk a couple inches to the right. You can get them to slow down slightly 
with a gentle pressure on the lines. Everyone needs to be in the zone. It is a neat old 
skill that you get better at with practice. Do I sometimes wish that I could fire up a 
cute little tractor and quickly bust out this and that? Yes! But the horses are pretty 
cute too...

Thank you!
            Meggie

and my cute seed-starting assistant . . .

Family cultivation session with Bess, 
our straight-stepper
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Have you noticed? There are fewer pollinators this year. Butterflies, moths, 
wasps, bees of all kinds, hummingbirds, flies and other insects seem to be in 
short supply. They are impacted by the drought, just like we are.

Fewer pollinators means decreased pollination of crops in your garden. 
Decreased pollination results in lower yield, less food and fewer seeds to 
save. Commercial seed companies could be facing a similar shortage of 
pollination, reduced yields and fewer seeds to sell to you, fewer varieties 
available at a higher cost, and more small seed companies going out 
of business. It is imperative that home gardeners have successful food 
production and save their own seeds.

If you notice a reduction of fruit formation on your vegetables, it might 
become necessary for you to hand pollinate those crops. Some plants are not 
insect-pollinated, so won't need your intervention. Tomatoes, peppers, peas, 

beans, lettuce and eggplant are self-pollinating. Beets, spinach, chard and corn are wind-pollinated. Insect-
pollinated plants include cucumbers, melons, watermelons, squash, pumpkins and onions. Plants in the 
umbell family (parsley, cilantro, dill, fennel, carrots, parsnips and celery) are pollinated by flies. Plants in 
the Brassica family (cabbage, broccoli, turnips, mustard, radish, kale, collards) are insect-pollinated.

Hand pollination is quite easily carried out. The cucumber has both male and female flowers growing on 
the same plant. Generally, there are many more male than female flowers. The female flowers are usually 
borne singly, while the males are generally in groups of five. On the female, the ovary is easily visible at 
the base of the flower and looks very much like a tiny cucumber.

To hand-pollinate: pick an open male flower, remove the petals to expose the pollen-covered anthers. Rub 
the anthers gently on the stigma of a female flower. Repeat on several more flowers. You can also rub a 
small brush or cotton swab on the stamen of a male flower, then rub the brush on the stigma of the female 
flower.  Tie a colored tag around the stem of each female flower treated so you can determine if your 
efforts were successful. Before or after you pollinate flowers, an insect might also pollinate it and that's 
ok; the more pollination, the greater the number of seeds will develop. You might have to attempt hand-
pollination more than once. Pollination must be done early in the morning while the pollen is still viable; 
the heat of the day will destroy its viability.

Muskmelons are hand-pollinated the same way as cucumbers. The female flowers exhibit a swelling at 
the base where the ovary lies and are born singly in the first and second axils of a branch. Generally, only 
male flowers will be found farther out along the branches in clusters of 3-4 flowers in the axils not bearing 
a female flower.

Squashes and pumpkins are hand-pollinated the same way. Members of the Cucurbit family–squash, 
melons, pumpkins, and cucumbers–often have pollination problems because the male flowers commonly 
open days before the female flowers and often drop before pollinators such as bees can transfer pollen 
from male to female flowers. When female flowers are not pollinated, the fruit will never appear. The 
nascent fruits–bulging embryos–at the stem end of female flowers will shrivel and die if not pollinated.

Alliums (the onion family) have perfect flowers but cannot self-pollinate because the male anthers 
shed pollen before the female stigma is receptive. Therefore they cross-pollinate via 
insects (flies and bees) or by manually pollinating the flowers.

These strategies pertain only to increasing pollination and thus, fruit and seed 
production and do not address cross-pollination or plant breeding issues. For 
information on local seed saving, the Southwest New Mexico Seed Library is active again 
with information on all aspects of seed saving … and… they want some of your saved 
seeds. See accompanying article on page 11 for more information.

Monica Rude grows herbs for the Desert Woman Botanicals product line and the for the gophers, 
grasshoppers, nematodes & pollinators.

    Hand-pollinate Your Crops  
for Better Yield and Seed Production

by Monica Rude
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The door opens,
Air walks in.
Rain.
Might be rain today.

At the Corner Café – Silver City, NM
a dawing and a poem
            by Rick Stansberger

If you have been to the Farmers’ Market this year, you’ve seen our Seed Library table 
and free seeds. You might have also looked over seeds at a satellite library located at The 
Commons, Single Socks, Bayard Library…with plans for satellite libraries in the Silver City 
Library, Mimbres and Gila! 

The SWNMSL’s mission is to nurture a community of growers and seed stewards to harvest 
and exchange seeds, to protect the sovereignty and diversity of our local food system and 
to increase our community's ability to feed itself.  Our priorities are to offer workshops, 
encourage seed stewardship and develop educational materials that align with our mission. 

So…our seeds are free, with the hope that seed recipients will become seed donors!
Monica’s article (page 10) outlines tips to hand pollinate plants, an important intervention 
as our numbers of natural pollinating insects are decreasing.  When your veggies have 
matured, and you save your seeds for next year’s plantings, please consider donating some 
of your seeds to the SWNMSL! 

The Southwest New Mexico Seed Library
Has Sprouted Anew!

by Chris Jepson

If you would like to receive a weekly email newsletter, contact me, Chris Jepson, c.jepson@yahoo.com. 
Let’s keep growing together to increase our local food sovereignty and sustainability.

Collecting, Cleaning and Saving Seeds
• Seeds separate from plants in different ways. Some plants scatter or eject their seeds when they ripen. 
Some cling to the plant until they are pulled off. Other seeds fall to the ground 
• When seeds are thoroughly dry, cut off seed heads with scissors. If you can’t get to the seeds before they 
disperse, tie a bag around seed heads on plants still in the ground and cut seed heads when you are able
• Lay seed heads on a surface in a warm dry place or cover seed heads with bags with a few small holes
• When seed heads are completely dry, separate seeds from plant debris using a screen or picking by hand
• Remove seeds that are more lightweight, they are not viable 
• Lay out seeds to dry thoroughly before storing in cool, dry location
• If seeds are carried within an edible fruit (like tomatoes, eggplant, cucumbers) the fruit should be left on 
the plant until it is slightly overripe, but not rotten. Seeds in edible fruits like melons, winter squashes and 
pumpkins can be collected at the same time as the fruit is ripe
• Cut open fruit and scoop out seeds
• Place the mass in a bowl of water and allow them to sit a room temperature, stirring occasionally to prevent 
mold from forming
• Within three days the pulp and lightweight (nonviable) seeds will float to the top, poor off the floating matter 
and rinse the good seeds
• Lay out seeds to dry thoroughly before storing in a cool, dry location
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15%
 off 20% off

GRAB'N'GO
I love all potato salads, but I’m especially fond of Greek Potato Salad, in 
part because I spent a summer on the east coast of the Peloponnese and fell 
in love with the cuisine, and in part because Greek Potato Salad does not 
contain eggs or mayonnaise, and having lived in a Vermont cabin for many 
years without refrigeration, it was a practical and healthy choice. 

Greek Potato Salad is ideal for picnics, potlucks, or outdoor barbeques. 
There are many variations, the simplest made with olive oil, lemon juice, 
onion and oregano. Other common ingredients are tomatoes, red pepper, 
Kalamata olives, cucumber, steamed green beans, garlic and feta cheese. I 
add celery to mine because I like the added crunch.

Not all potatoes are made alike and some are better for potato salad. 
Potatoes are divided into three categories: low starch, medium starch and 
high starch. The low starch, waxy varieties include red, fingerlings or new 
potatoes and are best for potato salads, as well as soups and stews, because 
their cells stay intact and slices or cubes hold up when boiled. They are 
less ideal for mashed potatoes because their texture becomes gummy. High 
starch russet potatoes tend to fall apart when cooked, a great quality for 
mashed potatoes, but they can make a potato salad mushy.  Medium starch, 
all-purpose varieties such as yellow and white potatoes may be used for 
both potato salad and mashed potatoes.

Greek Potato Salad is a regular offering in the Grab 'n' Go cooler. Check it 
out or try making it at home. 

Kalí óreksi!

You Say Potato and I say Patata
by Carolyn Smith

16 servings
8 lbs. yellow potatoes (or potato of your choice)
1/2 lb. pitted Kalamata olives, halved
3 red bell peppers, diced
6 stalks celery, diced
1 red onion, diced
1 pint of cherry tomatoes, halved
1-2 cups lemon juice (to taste)
1 cup olive oil
2 Tbsp oregano
1 Tbsp salt  

• Boil potatoes whole or in bite size pieces until they are fork tender, but 
not overcooked, so the potatoes will hold their shape when mixed with 
other ingredients.
• Pour lemon juice over warm potatoes and refrigerate. If you are not 
sure how much lemon juice you want, just add the smaller amount.
• Prepare all other ingredients and mix together in a large bowl.
• Gently stir in the potatoes and adjust the seasonings.

Greek Potato Salad 
(Vegan and Gluten Free)

by Vynce Bourné

On Sale 
for the Month of July BULK  DEPTCOOP

White Quinoa
Pure Bliss
Almond Pumpkin
Paleo Bites

Almonds
Turbinado Sugar

Hummingbird
Spelt Berries

Bertagna Red Walnuts

Fredlyn's Hawaiian Mix
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from the Past

New Store Welcomes the SunChange is inherent in the Co-op world. And ours is no exception. As we prepare to move to a more expansive, accessible location at 907 Pope St.,it’s interesting to read this entry 
in the March 1976 issue of the Garbanzo Gazette.  

SCFC had just moved from its original home 

in the back of David and Susan Berry’s house 

on Bullard Street to a more visible spot

at 108 East Broadway. 

There it became open to members 

and non-members alike. 

Food deliveries came once a month and sales went up. 

Nine years later, in 1985 and bursting at the seams, 

the Co-op moved to its current location on Bullard St. 
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   From Your Board . . .

Recruiting
Board Members in Training

The Silver City Food Co-op strives to be a welcoming, inclusive 
environment where everyone can feel like they belong. While 
anyone, member or not, can shop at the Co-op, investing in 
a membership to the store can be incredibly invigorating and 
rewarding for those who wish to pursue it. What does membership 
mean, and how can it benefit you?

Membership, at its core, means ownership of the Co-op. Silver 
City Food Co-op is accountable to YOU, the membership, as 
opposed to beholden to corporate interests. While times of change 
and tumult have led to many challenges both on the board and in 
the store, dedicated team members on all sides have been working 
to further cooperative values, in our store and in the world. 
Members are encouraged to attend board meetings on the fourth 
Wednesday of every month to voice concerns and collaborate 
towards a solution. Additionally, as was mentioned in the 
Garbanzo Gazette of last month, the board is actively recruiting 
ambitious, change-oriented members to join committees! If this 
interests you, reach out to us at board.scfc@gmail.com.

There are also numerous perks of membership, such as member-
only discounts, case discounts, and Member Appreciation Days! 
The savings you can rack up with a membership quickly make up 
for the equity payment required for membership. At just twenty 
dollars a year, the equity payment for membership at our Co-op 
rivals that of other nearby co-ops. 

Another reason to become a member is to support local businesses 
and suppliers. By shopping at the Co-op, and by becoming 
a member, you are voting with your dollar for a strong local 
economy that values cooperation and sustainability. As a member, 
you can also vote to elect members to the Board or Directors, or 
even run for the board yourself. This is one of the most effective 
ways to enact change at our Co-op, and we highly recommend that 
anyone interested reach out to the board email (board.scfc@gmail.
com) about becoming a board member in training, and hopefully 
eventually getting elected to the board! Many have curiosities 
about the 2021 election. The board, under the advisement of the 
new Elections Committee, has postponed elections until the end 
of the year, a shift that we hope to continue into the future. The 
previous timing of mid-year elections led to new board members 
being chaired at an inopportune time to truly get into the swing 
of things. End-of-the-year elections will have the new board 
seated at the beginning of the next year, which makes for an easier 
transition into learning the cycles of our Co-op. 

Silver City Food Co-op

www.silvercityfoodcoop.com

Silver City 
Food Co-op

www.silvercityfoodcoop.com
www.silvercityfoodcoop.coop

What Does It Mean to Be a Co-op Member?

Silver City 
Food Co-op

www.silvercityfoodcoop.com

      Silver City                  Food Co-op

www.silvercityfoodcoop.coop
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Emma McKinley
Secretary

Shanti Ceane
President

Julianna Flynn
Vice President

Scott Zager
Treasurer

Gwen Lacy
Member

Tuan Tran
Member

Susan Golightly
Member

Kristin Lundgren
Member

Board Meeting 
Schedule

The SCFC Board of Directors meets 
the fourth Wednesday of each month on 
Zoom. Please email the Board for more 
information.

Ten minutes is set aside at the beginning 
of every board meeting for member com-
ments.  The time will be divided evenly 
among those members who would like 
to speak.  If ten minutes is insufficient, a 
special meeting may be called on anoth-
er day.  If a member wants more time, 
they can contact the president and ask 
to be added to the agenda.  Please make 
this request at least one week before the 
meeting.

B
oard

 of D
irectors

Recruiting
Board Members in Training

WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU!

CONTACT: Julianna Flynn
board.scfc@gmail.com

Recruitment, Orientation, and Development Chair
Or, any board member

THREE MONTH TERM: If you would like a little taste of board 
work before buying the whole hog, 

becoming a B.I.T. is probably a good idea.

DESCRIPTION: Commit to attend 3 consecutive board meetings. 
(They are held the fourth Wednesday of every month 
at the Pope Street building, from 5:30 to 7:30 pm).

Shanti Ceane/President
  Board Term: 2018-2021

Julianna Flynn/Vice President
  Board Term: 2019-2022

 Scott Zager/Treasurer
  Board Term: 2019-2022

Emma McKinley/Secretary
  Board Term: 2020-2023

Kristin Lundgren/Member
  Board Term: 2019-2021

Gwen Lacy/Member
  Board Term: 2019-2022

Tuan Tran/Member
Board Term: 2020-2023

Susan Golightly/Member
Board Term: 2020-2021

board.scfc@gmail.com
Our new email address:

We look forward to seeing you all! Even though mask restrictions have been lifted 
throughout the state, masks will still be required at this event unless you are eating or 
drinking. While this precaution may be controversial, we believe it is necessary in order 
to foster feelings of safety and to protect our community from viral spread - something 
that is still very real despite the loosening mandates. You’ll hear the annual state of the 
co-op review from our General Manager, Kevin Waters. And, our board president, Shanti 
Ceane, will discuss the progress on the Pope St Building! There will be games and activities 
available to play and connect. And in the end, we’ll share in some treats together!

Get Ready to Gather!
We are pleased to announce that 
the General Membership Meeting 

will be happening in person this year!
Mark your calendars for Sunday, August 29, 2pm to 5pm



Pop Art
Rosemary Truffle

Popcorn, 4 oz
reg $4.39
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listed prices

     July 

Mamma Chia
Chia Squeeze

Blackberry, 4 pack
reg $6.59

June 30 - August 3
20% OFF! 

Members Only Specials

Co-op Deals 
 flyers 

available 
on our website

www.silvercityfoodcoop.coop
and at the front of the store

rishi
Turmeric Ginger Chai

32 oz
reg $6.99

South of France
Orange Blossom Honey

 Soap, 6 oz
reg $3.99

Maxine's
Almond Choc Chip

Cookies, 7.2 oz
reg $6.99

African Baskets
Various 
• sizes • 

• shapes •
• prices •

Champignon
Cambozola

Assorted Sizes
reg $15.99 lb.

ClearLife
Allergy Relief

Extra Strength, 60 tabs
reg $12.59

Wholly Wholesome
Apple Pie
1 lb. 10 oz
reg $10.69

BHI
Mucus Relief

100 tabs
reg $12.99

Wholly Wholesome
Cherry Pie
1 lb. 10 oz
reg $11.79

South of France
Lemon Verbena

Liquid Soap, 8 oz
reg $5.59

Hope
Spicy Green Chile

Guacamole, 
8 oz

reg $5.29

Continuing 
                            Members Only 

                                                     Special

20% OFF! 


